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For Your Shop: BenchtopPRO Bioremediating Parts Washer
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There aren't much dirtier jobs than washing used parts. And, until now, there hasn't been a convenient way to do it without
using some ultra-solvents (that also do a number on your hands, your shop floor, and anything they touch)...or having a
parts-washing service do it for you, if you can afford it. Now there's a better way, one that uses proven technology--and it
doesn't take up too much room on your workbench, or in your shop.
Come on in for more about the BenchtopPRO Bioremediating Parts Washer....
Now available: The BenchtopPRO, the first and only parts washer using non-heating bioremediation. Patent-pending, The
BenchtopPRO Bioremediating Parts Washer is an exciting “first” for the garage and small repair shop market. It combines
the process of bioremediation with a revolutionary, non-flammable, non-toxic, degreasing solution engineered in their “dirt
lab” to work at room temperature, tackling the most challenging parts washing needs – even wax-based lubricants-- in an
easy-to-store, self-contained washer.
“This proven technology is already being used by thousands of industrial maintenance shops, auto repair shops
and garages. The BenchtopPRO is the first and only parts cleaner designed and sized for the consumer and small
repair shop market,” says Tom McNally with The BenchtopPRO. “Our research shows that consumers and small
shops want to use non-hazardous solvents, but they still want the industrial-strength cleaning power. We solved
this problem with The BenchtopPRO, which combines our degreasing solution, bioremediation process, and unique
storable design.”
“The BenchtopPRO has impressive cleaning action, is a great size, is easy to store, and the cleaning is excellent,"
says Norman Campli, an early adopter of The BenchtopPRO. "I have cleaned a variety of greasy, oily engine parts
and it cleaned them very well.” He adds, “The ability to stow it on its end, with the fluid inside is brilliant. I can
easily store it safely under a bench, and I don't have to worry about making sure it is out of reach of kids, pets or
others.”
Read more: http://blogs.moparmusclemagazine.com/6816186/miscellaneous/benchtoppro-partswasher/#ixzz2DftvOgXa

